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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this thesis was to determine teacher and student attitudes toward
Microcomputer-Based laboratories (MBls) in the province of Newfoundland and labrador.
A sample consisting of 53 teachers and 59 students responded to survey instruments
designed by the author .
The teacher instrument consisted of three sections. Section A had 7 multiple-choice
items and was used 10 determine the extent of MBl use by teachers. Section B was
composed of34 statements thatteachers responded to using a 5-point Likert scale. Section
C was used 10 collect personal information.
The student instrument consisted of two sections. Section A was used to obtain some
personal information from the students. Section B was composed of 30 statements that
students responded to using a 5-point Likert scale.
The following questions guided the research:
l. To what extent have teachers and students used MBls?
2. What are teachers ' and students ' attitudes toward MBl equipment and software?
3. Do teachers and students believe thai MBl techniques enhance student learning?
4. Do teachers and students believe that MBl techniques enhance their physics courses?
S. Doteachers and students thinkthat MBL techniques have affected students' attitudes
toward science and computers?
iv
6. How do teachers and students think the MBL approach can be improved here in the
province?
7. Have MBL techniques affected teacher attitude toward computers?
The majority of teachers indicated that MBLs were used both by student s and
themselves to collect and analyze data About 19% o f teachers sa id that students used the
MBL equipment and softw are on thei r own. A small percentag e o f teachers indicated that
the y onl y used MBLs in demon strat ions with their classes. Most teachers used MBLs for
tl4 or less of the time they spenton labs. Approximately 11% of teachers were using MBLs
betwee n l/ 4 and 1/2 of the lime and about 17% of the teachers were using MBLs betw een
50% and 100% of the time they spent in the lab. Some teachers and stud ents repo rted that
MBLs have beenused in otherscience courses.
Results from teacher and student surveys on the 5.point Likert statements indicate
that teachers and students alike have overall positive attitudes toward MBLs with respect to
MBL equipmen t and software, enhancing student learning, enhancing their physics cours es.
and affectin g students' att itudes toward science and computers. As well. teacher attitude
toward computers was positi vely affected . Teachers and students share the opinions that
more computers should be assigned specifi call y to science labs. and that addi tional MBL
equipment should beprovided for use in the science lab. Also, teachers and students believe
that MBLs should be used at least four or five times a year, and students , in general . would
like to see MBLs used more often .
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
In the last ten to fifteen years there has been a great increase In the number of
microc omputers bein g used in our soc iety. The busin ess wor ld. manu facturing world. and
comm unications world have all been greatly changed due to this new "computer age" ,
The field of education is another area which has been greatly influenced by
microcomputers. For example. most high schools in Canada offer a rangeof computet'
related COUlSCS . Some of these areat the structuredprogramming level whileothers involve
computer application areas suchas CAD tccmpurer-aideddesign). data management. and
spreadsheet analysis. Many primary. elementary , and juni or high school teachers also use
microcomputers in theirclassrooms. Some use subject specific software. while others an:
introd ucing their studen ts to word process ing. drawin g, and grap hics programs.
Videodisc and CD-ROM technologies are allowing computers to do even more
within the school setting . Whole volumes of encyc lopedias andother reference material s can
be accessed quickl y and conveniently with the advent o f CD· ROMs . while videodi sc players
and com puters can be combined to provide high resolution life- like images that can be
active ly mani pulated by both students and teachers .
More recent ly, the Internet is being usedfor educat ional purpo ses . Teac hers are
conun unicating wi th colleagues, locating infonnation for theirco urses, downloading lesso n
plans, and taking university courses all via the Intern et. Students go "on-line" to find
information for projects and papers and to interact and share infonnatio n and ideas with their
peers.
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
Background
Microcornpu ten jn Science Education
There are several ways in which a microcomputer can be used in science education.
Computer Ass jsted [nstnlct joofC AIl
There are a few distinct types of CAI. First. there are drill and practice programs
which allow individua1leamers to improve thei r ski ll in some particular area which
theyhave previously learned. Second ly, tutorial programs allow the learner to utilize
written explanations, descriptions, problems . quest ions, and graphic illustrations for
concep t development. Thirdly, simulation programs allow the student to see and take
part in "real world" experiences which would be di fficult or imposs ible to duplica te
in a classroom setting .
2. pata ProCessing
Graphing programs. statistica l packa ges, spread-sheet programs , and data-bases are
examples of data process ing software wh ich studen ts and teachers can use .
3. Word Processjng I Graphics
Many students are now using software packages such as Word Perfect and Harvard
Graphics to present their science projects, assignments, and laboratory write-ups .
4. :llilinl:
Some teachers are using computer hardware and software to produce and/or
administer tests. This simply replaces the paper and pencil method.
5. Teacher Assjstance
Many teachers are using software packages to make their paper work and record
keeping associated with teaching easier and less tedious.
6. Data Col!ectjon
Compu ter interface devices enable the microcompute r to detect many physical
properties in the real world and the microcomputer. together with the appropriate
equipment, becomes a powerful laboratory instrument for collecting and analyzing
data.
Computer Inte rfac:lug I MBLs: The Basics
An interface device attached to a microcomputer. along with the appropriate
equipment. can be used to investigate and explore many phenomena. Any laboratory in
which the computer is used in this manner is known as a "Microcomputer-Based Laboratory"
or "MB L". Computer interfacing in the science laboratory (MBLs), can probably be
categorized into threemain areas: timing, sensing, and analysis/reporting .
The microcomputer and interface unit can make precise timing measurements of
many types of motion. This uswl ly involves the use of eithera photogate or a sonar device.
The pbotcgare utilizes a phototransistor whose "on/o ff" condition is detected by the
computer and usedto control timing information. The sonar device transmits high frequency
sound and detects the resulting echo from which timing information is measured. Physical
quantities such as position, velocity, acceleration. and reaction time can accurately be
measured by the above techniques.
Sensing basically involves the process of detecting a voltage from some source
external to the computer. The analog to digital converter (ADe) is the main component of
a sensing system. The ADe converts analog variables into digital values that can be
manipulat ed by software. Any device tha i creates a voltage or alters one due to some
external stimulus can beused as a sensor. An example of Ws is a thermistor which changes
its resistance in response to a change in temperature. Another example is a photodiode
which varies its output voltage depending on the incident light level. There are also many
other types of sensing probes available that alter their characteristics in response to a
stimulus.
AnalysjsIR eportjn g
The softw are that runs a computer interface incl udes options for the analysis and
reporting of data. Graphing. linear regression. and simple statist ics (such as determinin g the
mean) are examples ofsuch options. As well. the data and assoc iated graphscan be reported
to the compute r screen or print ed out.
Purpose of Study
There are many variables that could be stud ied with respect to MaLs. This author
was interested in the affec tive domain since the evaluat ion of any innovative approach to
teach ing and learning should include assessments in this area . The purpose of this study,
therefore. is to determine the attitudes of teachers and students toward MBLs in the province
of Newfoundland and Labrador. In particular. the followi ng ques tions will serve to guide
the research.
To what extent have teachers and stude nts used MBls?
2. What are teachers ' and students ' attitu des toward MBl equipment and
softw are?
3. Do teac hers and students believe that MBL techniqu es enhance student
leamin g?
4. Do teachers and students believe that MBl techniques enhance their physi cs
courses ?
5. Do teachers and students thinkthat MBl techni ques have affected students '
attitu des toward science and computers ?
6. How do teachers and students thinkthe MBl approach can be improved here
in the province ?
7. Have MBl techniques affected teacher attitude toward computers?
Significance oftbe Study
The author of this thesis used a computer interface in a MBL situation several years
ago while teaching two high school physics courses and has since been interested in the area
At the time, it was a relatively new way of approaching the laboratory component of the
physics courses and is probably still regarded as a fairly new approach in the labs of the
science courses taught in this province. Therefore. it would be interesting at this time to see
what other teachers and students of the province think about the MBl approach. Also, few
studies found in the literature focus on what teachers and students think about the MBL
approach. As Kim {l989) pointed out, there have been a number of studies on MBLs in
relat ion to student learning. However. most of them do not focus on the affective domain
of MBl experiences.
Perhaps most importantly. as is the case with any teaching technique. "attitudes" are
in themselves meaningful. For example. student attitudes, according to Simonson ( 1979),
are significant for several reasons.
First, many studies have made a connection between attitudes and achievement.
Simonson says that these connections are sometimes very vague but, .....probably the
development of desirable attitude positions in learners should be a goal in itself' (p. 34).
Secondly, even if the relationship between attitudes and achievement is unclear.
Simonson feels that ";.it seems logical that students are more likely to remember
information, seek new ideas. and continue studying when they act favorably to an
instructional activity, or ' like' a certain content area" (p. 34).
Finally , Simonson says that attitudes toward a particular type of iristruction can
indicate whether or not this instruction has an impact on the student learning process. " In
other words, we need to assess the opinions of our students toward the learning activities we
are subjecting them to, if for no other reason than to improve the quality of our procedures"
(p. 34).
Teachers ' attitudes are also significant since they determine the framework of the
teaching that takes place in the schoo l and have a definite impact on students ' learning and
development. The teachers ' interest, background. willingness to learn, enthusiasm, and
understanding of material influence the attitudes of the students. For example , it is in many
cases the teacher who is the introducer of computer techniques . and the level of success of
computer use depends on the teacher (Reed. 1986). Clement (198 1) says that if compu ter-
based learning is going to happen. then the attitudes of teachers must be positive since they
are crit ical to the process . IfMBls are going to take a place in the science courses of this
province. then teachers must not only have positive attitudes toward them. but be willing to
use them in their courses . We must. therefore. determ ine the attitudes that the teachers in
this province have toward MBl technology.
Definition of Key Term s
Milton Rokeach (1968) says that "An attitude is a relatively enduring organ ization
of beli efs around an object or situation predisposing one to respond in some preferential
manner" (p. 449).
Daniel J. MueUer (1986) adopts Louis Thurstcnes definition and says that "A ttitude
is 1) affect for or agains t, 2) evaluation of, 3) like or dislike, or 4) positiveness or
aegativeness toward a psycho logical object" (p. 3).
Computer Interfacing
Thomas Bross (1986) says "Computer Interfacing is providing a link between the real
physical world and the interna l electronic world of the microco mputer" (p. 16).
Mjcrocorn pUlq.BW Labora tory (MBU
Karen Walto n (1985) reports that :
MBL is an acronym coined by Robert F. Tinker. Directo r o f
Technical Educa tion Research Centers (TERC ). A microcom puter
-besed laboratory gathers data directly from the environment by
means of Ic w cost transducers. These devices measure physical
properti es (such as light and temperature). translate themeasurements
into computer-readable electrical currents . and then display them
on jhe computer monitor (p.44).
In Bross (198 6), the autho r states "An MBL (Microcomputer- Based Laboratory) is
any laboratory that uses a microcomput er as a measurin g instrument" (p.16) .
Real-time operations are either those in which the machine 's activi ties match the
human perception o f time or those in which comp uter operatio ns proceed at the same rate
as a phys ical or externa l process (Microsoft Press. 1991).
Traditiona l [r3hQratgry
I. Scott MacKenzie (1988) states :
The traditional science experiment does not use a com puter . The
studen ts. provided with a set of objec tives and procedures by thei r
instru ctor. set up anexperiment with laboratory apparatus.
provide initial stimulus. and gather data with measurem ent instrum ents
such as a stop watch. voltmeter. thermo meter. scale, pH meter . etc.
The data is ana lyzed and results summarized in graphs or tables and
subm itted in a Lab Report (p.12).
Limitation s Of The Study
A major limitation of this study is the use of mail-out questio nnaires. This type of
survey techni que typic ally has a low response rate . The researcher made every effort
possible to ensure a goodresponse: rate. This included follow.up phone calls to all teachers
being surveyed.
Another limitat ion concerns the fact that the researcher constructed the survey
instruments. However, since comments and suggestions from experts in the field were
considered . the researcher is optimistic that the instruments are valid and reliable .
Finally, as Borg and Gall (1989) point out. v.;one must remember that attitude scales
are direct self-report measures and so have the usual disadvantages of this type of
instrument" (p. 312). They say that one of the primary disadvantages relates to the fact that
••...we can never be sure of the degree 10which the subjects responses reflect his or her true
attitudes" (p.312). ln addition, they note that a respondent 's knowledge and expertise about
the subject matter will play an important role. The researcher hopes that the teachers and
students surveyed gave responses which reflect their attitudes.
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CHAPTER 2
REVIEW OF THE RESEARCH LITERATURE
Muchof lhe researchliteratureon Microcomputer-BasedLaboratories fallsinto three
genera l categories. The first focuses on MBLs and graphing, the secon d consid ers MBLs
as new tools of science for the development of concepts and scientific experimentation. and
the third centres on teacher and student attitude toward MBLs.
MBLs And Orap htng
Brasell (1987) describes a MBl study involving 93 secondary physics students who
used sonar detectors in familiarization. prediction, and reproduction activities involvi ng
distance and velocity graphs. Four groups were used in her study: a "S tandard-Mll l," group
in which data was graphedin real-time; a "Delayed-MBl" group where the data was graphed
after being stored for approximately 20 secon ds; a paper-and-pencil contro l group where
stude nts manua lly graphed descriptions of mot ions described on worksh eets ; and a "te st-
only" control group who did not participate in any of the mot ion activities.
Pretests and posttesls were given to all groups and. overall. students in me Standard-
MBL treatment performed significantly better than students in other treatmen ts, particu larly
on the di stance subtest. BrascHattribu tes this to me real -lime graphing capabilities o f the
MBLs and believes that even a twenty or thirty second delay between the gathering and
graphing of data diminishes the effect of a real-time MBL experiment. She did note that
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there was little improvement for any of the treatments when it came to the concept of
velocity. Brasellconcludes that "Real-time graphing of data appears to be a key feature for
both cognition and motivation. It allows students to process information about a physical
event and its graph simultaneously rather than serially"(p. 394).
Beichner (1990) did a study that involved a "VideoGraph" technique in which video
images of an event are displayed "movie-like" on a screen along with appropriate graphs
representing the event. In his opinion. this type of procedure will mimic real-time MBl
exercis es and. therefore. should show similar positive effects for the understandin g of
graphing as those suggested.in Brasell (1987).
The researcher randomly assigned 237 high school and college students to one of five
groups; group one used the VideoGraph method only; group two used the VideoGraph
method and were also shown a physical demonstration of the projectile motion depicted on
the computer ; group three used a "traditional" method in which previously taken
stroboscopic photographsof a projectile motion served as the source of data; group fourused
the traditional method as in group threebut were also shown a physical demonstration of the
projectile motion depicted in the stroboscopic photographs; and group five acted as a "lest-
only" group and did not take pan in any of the graphing activities.
Results frompre- and pcsttest scores indicatedthat althoughthe VideoGraphstudents
had higher scores than students in other groups, the difference was not statistically
significant. Beichner believes that it may not be the simultaneous viewing of an object's
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motion and associated graphsof that motion which is the key 10 real-time MBls., but rather
the fact that studentscan actively control the graphing laking place on the computer screen
by adjusting the motion of a moving objecL
Mokros and Tinker (1987) report on two preliminary studies and one longitudinal
study invol ving MBLs. In the first study, they examine d children 's graphin g skills and
misconceptions and concluded thai students make two main types of errors when it comes
to viewing graphs. First. they see graphsas "pictures" and. secondly, they confuseslope and
height
The second study (also discussed in Mokros (1985» focusedon a fiveday MBl unit
where sixth-grade students used their own body movements and the motion of a loy car 10
produce real-time graphs. Observations and quiz scores showed that - ...after five days. they
haddeveloped solid graph interpretation skills..."(p. 374).
The third sNdy was aimedat studyingchildrens' graphing skills over a threemonth
period. Seventh and eighth graders usedMBl techniques in science units on illusions. hear.
and temperature. sound. and motion. A multiple-choice test or graphing skills showed that
"Scores on the 16 graphing items indicate a significant change in students' ability to interpret
and use graphs between pre- and posnests"(p. 376). The authors also indicate that the
"graph-picture" confusion was eliminated for many or the students after the MBL treatment.
In conclusion, Mokros andTinker (1987) suggest four reasons as to WRy the MBL
approach appears to be a powerful way or teaching graphing skills: (i) learning through
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MBLs reinforces many learning modal ities ; (ii) the real-time capabilities ofMBLs link the
concrete experience and the symbolic representa tion of that experience; (iii) MB Ls provide
students with genuine scientific experiences in gathering and studyi ng data; and (iv) MBLs
red uce the drudgery of producing graphs.
Adams and Shrum (1990) investigated the effects that MBl exercises had on
students' abi lity to construct and interpret line graphs . High schoo l bio logy students were
assignedto eitheran MBL groupor a conventional group. The MBL group used a computer
and temperatur e probe to co llect and displa y graphs associated with heating and cooling
exercises w hite the conventional group co llected and graph ed dat a using stopwa tches.
the rmo meters. and paper -and-pencil methods . Each o f the groups. ba lanced in terms of
cognit ive deve lopmen t. gender, and graphing abili ty before the treatment, pe rformed four
one-hour experiments with water and/or ice and a Bunsen burner.
Resul ts on pre- and post tests showed evidenc e that the conventiona l group out-
perfo rmed the MB l group on graph cons tructio n skills. How ever, results on pre- and
posnes t gra phing instrumen ts show ed no statistically significant differences in grap h
interpretation skills between the ME L and conventional group s. bu t, the autho rs say :
An effect size (Glass et al. , 1981) of 0.48 was, however. calcul ated
from the scor es on the graph interp reta tion port ion of the I·TOG S
instrument. This effect size is again over the 0.3 leve l usuall y
associa ted with educa tional signi ficance (Joyce et al., 1987)
and, therefore, indicates that the learni ng that occurred
on graph- interpretation ski lls during exposure of MBl exerci ses
was worth the time and effort to implement it (p. 783).
I'
Adams and Shrum conclude that over the course of treatments, the MBL group
changedtheir attitude towardthe computer, By the fourth exercise. instead of watching the
graph beingconstructed as the experiment proceeded. they "trusted" the computer and used
the time to perform other tasks.
A study by Stuessy and Rowland (1989) involved high school biology students who
investigated temperaturechangeof two solutionsmeasured from freezing to boiling points.
Students were randomly assigned to one of five groups; group one used a traditiona l
thermometer and graphedresults by hand; grouptwo useda digital thermometer and graphed
res ults by hand ; group three used a digital thermometer and the results were keyed into a
computer and graphed (delay-computer graph); group four used a temperature probe and
computer to gather data and the data was then keyed into the computer and graphed (delay
computer graph); and group five used a temperature probe andcomputer to gather data while
the graphs weredisplayed in real-timeon the screen.
Resultson a content-test, designedby the author to test students' understandings of
heal of fusion/vaporization concepts, showed that students in group one perfonned better
than students in other groups, whereas results on a graphing-skills test (pre- and posttest),
developed by the researchers,indicated the studentsin group five received better scores than
students in other treatments. The authors suggest that "These results corroborate earlier
researchwhich support MBLs as being superior in enhancing the development of graphing
abilities"( p.2 1).
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Nachmias and Linn (1987) investigated students ' crit ical evaluation skills with
respect to MBLs and graphing. One hundred and twenty four eighth graders took part in
phaseone of the study (fall semester) and used MBLsin 54 activities involvingtemperature.
heat. and energy. The purpose of this phase was to define the problem, develop the
measuring instruments. and assess students' critical evaluation skins. ln the second phase
(spring semester). 124 students were involvedand the instruction was enhanced slightly by
adding several class activities and a newer version of MBL software and hardware.
A CEG instrument ( CriticalEvaluationof Graphs) was given at the end of phaseone
and was then enhancedand givenon a pre-and posrtestbasis in phase two. It was designed
to establish how students evaluated MBL information and assessed five causes of invalid or
unreliablegraphs : 1) graphscaling; 2) probesetup; 3) probecalibration; 4) probe sensitivity;
and 5) experimental variation.
Results from phase one showed that students improved in their abilities to detect
invalid data due to errors in graphscaling,probesetup. and probe calibration. However, no
significantdifferences were found in their abilities to observe errors in probe sensitivity or
experimental variation. Results from phase two indicated improvement in graph scaling.
probe sensitivity, and in experimental variation while no significant differenceswere found
for probe setup or calibration.
Overall. Nachmias andLinnreport that students werebetterable to critically evaluate
graphs afterbeing taughta semester-long curriculum via MBLs. They also feel that MBLs
rs
offer better views of science laboratories since they allow studentsto take part in experiences
.....as researc h scientists do. seeking to understand the complex and unknown factors that
influence observed events" (p. 504) .
Linn . Layman. and Necbmias (1981) suggest that a chain of four links including
graph features , graph templates. graph design skills, and graph problem solving skills is
essential in order for students to fully understand and usc graphs. They tested part of this
"chain" through an 18 week physical science course with eighth grade students.
One group of students did the course in the fall with an MBl curriculum. while
another group did it in the spring withoutMBls and acted as the control group. The students
wrote pre- and pcenests thai included items on graph features. temperature templates. and
motion templates. Results showed that students using the MBLcurriculum madesignificant
progressin all threeareas. 'Theauthorsconcludethat .....3 microcomputer-basedlaboratory
is effective in teaching studentsabout graphing" (p. 252)and they suggest that the real-time
aspects ofMBLs may be acting as a "memory aid".
Linn and Songer (1991) suggest that the real-lime graphing feature of MBLs
- ...supports the active. constructing nature oflhe learner' (p. 889). They feel that the real-
time data gathering allows students to spend much needed lime 10 repeat their experiments
and also"provides memory support and freesthe student to concentrate on integrating ideas"
(p.889).
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Linn, Son ger. lewis. and Stem (1993) contend that students gain their scientific
understandings tluough a sequence involving "action knowledge", "intuitive concepuons".
and "sc ientific principles" , The authors define action knowledge as knowledge that students
have as a result or their experiences in life and say that students gain intuitive concept ions
when they combine action knowledge with observations in order to make predictions. They
refer to scientific principles as theabstractgeneralrules thai students acquire mainly through
schooling.
Linn et al. believe that their Computer As a Lab Partner (e l P) curriculum. which
combines real-lime MBL activities and simulation type investigations. hasplayed a key role
along the action knowledge. intuitive conception. scientific principle continuum and has
allowed students 10 foster their scientific understandings involving thenn odynam ics.
However . they say that MBts were not essential to the program and slate:
It becomesmoreand moredear that technology rarely teaches
thinking but commonly improves efficiency. It freesstudents to
think about scientific events. Speclfieall y, real-time datacollec tion
freesstudents to think about their experiments. It is up to the
curricu lum developers to encourage knowledge integration (p.31)
Mcfarlane. Friedler, Warwick, and Chaplain (1995) describe a study in which four
classes of seven and eight year olds studied the measurement of temperature and the
record ing of cooling graphs. Two classes (the experime ntal group) used MB L equipment
and so ftware for data acquisition and graphing. They were asked to predict what would
happenwhen temperature probes were placed in different media and what cou ld be done to
i s
make a graph take on particular features (i.e. make a line go up, down, go highest or lowest).
Th e authors say "This gave a concrete introduct ion to the link between the even ts wh ich
occurred and the representation of those events in a line graph" (p. 465).
The students then carried out investigations invo lving the insulation propertie s o f
different materials. They filled bottles with equal amounts of water, wrapped them in
different insulators. and then placed the temperature probes in the bettles. While the bottles
coo led. the students made pred ictions on what the graphs would look like and also what
materials would be the best insulators. The other two classes (the control group) performed
the same activities using thermometers and paper-and-pencil graphing techniques.
The authors used pre - and posttest comparisons on both groups and concluded that
the experimental group outperformed the control group in the reading and underst anding of
temperature/ time graphs as well as in making predictions and sketching graphs of particular
situations. The authors say that MBl techniques are .....manageable within the average
primary classro om. given a degree o f external support. but that to do so has very positive
learning outcomes which are not ach ievable in other ways" (p. 478).
Stein. Nachmias, and Friedler (1990) report on an MBL study where eighth graders
in four class es took part in a semeste r-length co urse on the topics of heat and temperature.
Initially, all students experienced both MBl and non-MBl (traditional) laboratory exercises
and then later in the course . each class was split into two groups (MBl and non·MBL) for
a sing le experiment where they heated particular vo lumes of alcohol. The MBl groups
1.
recorded temperature withthe computer andwatched as their data was graphed in real-time
on the computer screen in front of thern. The non-MBl groups took measuremen ts with a
mercury thermometer every thirty seconds and then later graphed their results manually.
Resultsof this study show lhat the MBL groups hadless set-up time and more time "on-task"
than the non-Mal, groups. As well. the graphs produced by the computer for the MBL
groups were better than those graphed manually by the non-MBl groups. Both groups came
to valid conclusions from their graphs but. overall. students preferred using the MBl
technique.
Svec, Boone. and Olmer (1995) discuss a project where MBLs were introduced into
a physical science course for pre-service elementaryteachers at Indiana University. Students
used their own body movements. the motion of a toy car on a ramp. and the motion of a
bouncing ball. to produce real-time graphs of distance. velocity, and acceleration during a
threeweek motionunit The students were givenpre- and posnests that included a mixture
of distance-time, vetocity-ume. andacceleration-time graphs.
Results on distance-time items (given only in the pretest) indicated that students were
comfortable wilh distance-lime graphs prior to their work with the MBLs. In terms of
velocity-time graphs. students showed an improvement on posttest responses versus pretest
responses. However. no improvement was shown in performance (pre-posnesn on the 3
items that (inked a distance-lime graph with possible velocity-time graphs.
2.
Students displayed an overall improvementon test items involving acceleration-time
graphs(less than )0"/. of students indicatedcorrectresponseson the pretest items. while 3&-Ao
of students responded correctly to these items on the pcsnest). Svec. Boone. and Olmer
suggest that the MBl activities improved the students " understandi ngs of the mot ion topics
covered in the J· week unit and say that the "quick" real-time data and graphing capabilities
of the MBL equipment opened the door to a variety of exciting activities.
MDLs As NewTools Of Science for Concept Development and Experimentation
Thornton (1985) and Thornton (\ 9873) report on the use of MBl units in five sixth
grade classrooms in the Boston area where a motion unit was used for one full week for a SO
minute period per day. Thornton says that studentsquickly learned how to usc the computer
and MB L equipmen t and experimented freely using the motion of their bodies and the
motion of toy can rolling up and down an incline to produce real-time graphs . His
preliminary conclusion is the "MBl motion unit can be an effective means of teaching
middle school students 10understand motion and graphing" (1987a. p.234).
Thornton (1985), Thornton (l987al, and Thornton (1987b) also describe MBl use
in two physics courses for non-majors at Tufts University in Boston where students used
Ma L equipment and the motion of their bodies to produce distance-time and velocity-time
graphs. Results indicate that students were comfortable with the equipment and software and
had fewproblems in completing the laboratory exercises. Peer interaction and discussions.
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compl eted lab sheets, homework, and students verba l answers to questions indicate that
stude nts had a high level of understan ding with respec t to the motio n conc epts .
Thornton and Sokoloff(1990) report on the "Too ls For Scienti fic Learning" project
at Tufts Univers ity involving MBLs which had been extended from previous studies
{Thornton (t 985), (1987a), (l987b» to include physics students from several colleges and
universi ties. The authors say in the past three years. over 1500 students have been pre- and
posttes red and interviewed in order to examine the e ffect that MBLs have had on their
understanding of kinematics topics.
Overa ll results indicate that" .there is strong evidence for significan tly improved
learning and retention by students who used MBl materials. com pared to those taught in
lecture.....(p.862). Thornton (1985. 1987a. 1987b. 1990) suggests several pedagogical
advan tages ofMB Ls including:
I ) MBl tools enhance studen t learning by extending the range of
student investigations and allow students the opportunity 10 explore
and quantify the physical world using sensors not commonly
available to students.
2) MBL tools reduce the drudgery of data collection and can encourage
"critical thinking".
3) MBLs provide for immediate feedback which may make the abstract
more concrete.
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4) MBLs may offer a means of teaching graphing concepts .
5) MBLs promote peer collaboration and encourages learning.
6) MBl tools are usable by the novice.
Joanne Stein (1987) reports on a study involving a teacher and his eighth grade
students who used MBLs in their physical science classes. She says that the teacher enjoyed
working with the MBLstyle labs. though he did note that it took a lot of preparation time to
conduct MBL activities effectively. Stein also reports that the teachers time in the labs was
split between helping the students with the MBl equipment and teaching science concepts,
and though the teacher had few problems with the equipment. when a problem did arise, it
required considerable time to fix.
In terms of the students. Stein says that they spent a great dea l oftime on task when
working with the MBl equipm ent and even students with learning difficulties persevered
and carried out the MBL activities. However, she notes that much of this time was spent
focusing on empirical lab procedures and little on the cognitive aspects of the concepts being
studied. Stein explains that students seemed comfortable with the graphic display offered
by the MBLs and that peer consultation and interaction allowed students to successfull y
remedy many of the problem s they encountered. Overall. Stein thinks that the curriculum
presented in an MBL manner provided students with a better understanding of heat and
temperature concepts. though she does point out that rvlBLs must be implemented carefully .
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Svec (1995) reports on a study tha t involved students in two undergraduate physics
courses. One class served as the control group and used traditional motion laboratories
through the durationottheir course . while the second class served as the treatment group and
utili zed MBLs to do experiments in their course .
The resultson pre-and posrresrGraphingInterpretation SkillsTests (GISTs)indicate
that Mats improved students' graphing interpretation skills in the treatment group while no
improvement in graph interpretation was shown for stud ents in the control group . Similarly ,
pre- and posttest results on Motion Content Tests (MCTs) indicated that MBLs improved
students ' ability to interpret motion graphs in the treatment group, while only slight
improvements in interpret ing motion graphs were made by the control group . Results from
the non-graphingportiona fthe MCTsshowed that MBLsallowedstudents in the treatment
group to improve on their conceptual understanding of motion while again. students in the
control group showedonly slight improvements. Svec says "c.,analysis of results indicate
the superiority of MBL activities over traditional methods for instruction on motion.
IncorporationofMBl activities is. therefore. recommended for instruction"(p .22).
Friedler. Nachmias,and Songer (1989) studied the learning of scientific reasoning
skills by 250 eighthgraders as they tookpan in a sixteen week MBL module. The goals of
the first threeweekswere to introduce studentsto planningexperiments. statinghypotheses.
controlling variables. and makingpredictionsand observations. In the remainingthirteen
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weeks. students usedMBLsin hat aodtemperature experiments where datawas collected
andgraphed in real-time.
Classroom evaluation (including observations and assessments of worksheet
activities. tests. and student interviews) indicated that students learned to critically evaluate
computer generated data. As well . the authors note that :
Our evaluation showed an improvement in student abilities to plan.
to control variables whiledesigning an experiment, to make
careful observations. to distinguishbetweenobservationsand
inferences. to make detailedpredictions. and to justify them on the
basisof their previousexperiments (p. 65).
Friedler. Nachmias..and linn (1990)looked in detail at 110 of the students involved
in the report by Friedler, Nachmias. and Songer (1989) as they were split into either a
prediction group or an observation group. Results showed that students in the observation
group learned how to make detailed observations about their experiments and. in addition.
learned how to exclude inferences from theseobservations. Students in the prediction group
not only learned how to make detailed predictions.but werealsoable to justify the reasoning
for these predictions. The researchers say that the successful instruction of prediction and
observation skills was a very important result of their study and that " MBL constitutes a
new classof'tecbnology which allows studentsto use the computer as research scientistsdo:
to collect, record. and manipulate data" (p. 176).
Senlage (1995) describes a qualitative study where a teacher used an eight week
MBLunitwith her third gradersto study thebehaviouroft ight. Thestudents usedfive MBL
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setups with light probes to investigate the "bouncing" and "blocking" of light. In one
activity, the students shined a flashlight into a hole in a box and used the light probe to
measure the amount o f light coming out of several other openings . The y used thei r results
to guess the position of a mirror in the box. Another activity had the students measuring
light as it waspassed throughdifferent opaque materials. In the last coupleof weeks. the
students worked on their own projec ts and presen ted results to the class. Settlage feels tha t
the " ...children developed an increasingly sophisticated understanding of graphs and how
they relate to light" (p. 547). "Having frequent access to the graph-making potential of the
MBLs supported the children 's unders tanding o f graphs" (p. 547). Scalage also believes that
the MBLs helped the children in their understanding of tight and science learning
.....especially in the form of increased facilit y with scientific inqui ry" (p. 548).
Trum per (1997) exam ined the effects that MBLs had on the performance of physics
students in analyzing graphs of their kinemat ics experiments. One group of students studied
kinematics concepts, including graphin g, for 5 ninety minute periods the "conventional way"
and 5 ninety minute periods using MBL techniques . A second group did identical activities
but in reverse order {i.e. first MBL and then conventional). A thi rd group acted as the
control sample and they spent the full duration studying the material via the "co nventional "
mann er (learning kinem atics concepts, graphin g, and doing traditional physics labs).
The MBL activities had students moving in front of the V-scope. This mo vement
sim ultaneously produced graphs on the compute r screen in front of them. Stum per had
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students in the threegroups do pre and posttest questicearies and found that all students
improved in their abi lity to usc and interpre t graphs . He also reports that in comp arin g the
results of posnests alone. the MBL students outperformed the control group (statistically
significant difference at an O.ot level]. He feels that "The learning provides a real-time link
between a concrete experiment and the symbolic representation of thai experience" (p. 107)
and concl udes that the "V-scope kinemat ics laboratory gives students the opportunity to
experience the excitement and process of science" (p. 109).
Berg and Smith (1994) wereconcerned with the useof multiple-choice questioning
in MBl studies as a valid method of assess ing the graphin g skills and capa bili ties of
students . They contend that much of the MBl research completed 10date does not allow
students to freely respondto questions and. thus. conclusions relating to the positive affects
mat MBls have may be invalid on graph ing abilities . "Som e of our beliefs about graphi ng
capab ilities and the effects of MaL on graphing have been derived from subjects ' responses
that wer e perhaps more o f an effect of the instrument than a measure of the subjects '
graphi ng abilities " (p.SS2).
Nakhl eh and Krajcik (1993) investigated students ' actions, thoughts, and verbal
comme ntary durin g acid-base titrati cns. Three types of technologies were used with three
gro ups of students . The first group used a chemical pH ind icator 10detect changes in pH.
the secon d group utilized pH meters, and the third group worked with MBl setu ps , All
gro ups graphed data pertaining to their titrations and discussed the results with the
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researchers. Nakhleh and Krajcik conclude that the microcomputer technology was
effective for a co uple of reasons . First. it allowed for the real-time graphing of data as the
titration proceeded. This not only acted as a memo ry aid for the students., but also allowed
them to focus their att ention on the evolving graph . Seco ndly, the MBl techno logy ga ve
stud ents ampl e time ••...10 reflect upon. pred ict about. and speculate upon the phen omena
they were observing" (p.l 167).
Nakh leh and Krajcik (1994) investigated students ' understandin g of acid, base. and
pH concepts befo re. durin g, and after they perfonn ed acid-base titratic ns using three differen t
technologies. One group of students performed the ritrations using a chemical pH indicator.
anothergroupused a pHmeter. and a third groupuseda microcomputer to collect data. All
students were intervi ewed before and after the utrario ns and concep t maps for each student
were constructed and scored based on these intervi ews.
The investigaton report that the MBl students had the greatest change in
understanding from initial to final concept maps and felt that .....students usin g MBL
activities constructed more detailed and more integrated chem ical concepts. which may have
resul ted in more mean ingful understandings. The final maps o f the MBL grou p showed
greater integration and elabo ration of concep ts" (p .I092). Though Nakhleh and Krajcik
conclude that MBt s allow for a betterunderstandi ng of acid and base concepts. they indica te
that more researc h needs to bedone in this area inc luding the notion that MBLs may function
as a "memory" device for students.
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Teacher and Student Atti tude Toward MBLs
Heck (1990) developed and administered a Liken-style questionnaire to fifty
secondaryscience teachersin Hawai who had previously takenpart in an MBl in-service
program. Of the 43 teachers who respondedto the survey. 37 indicated they had used MBLs
since the in-service, however. MBLexercisescomprisedonly a smallpercentage of the total
number of labs done with students(95% of teachers used them in 1/4 or less of the total time
spenton labs). Withreference toplanning,teachers agreedthatMBl materialsare adaptable
to the science curriculum and have enhanced it. However. teachers noted that it took
considerable preparation time to prepare lessons involving MBl techniques.
In terms of student learning and activities. teachers believed that MBLs have
impacted positivelyon students' attitudestoward completing lab assignmentsand have made
student learningof required material more effective than "t raditional" labs. Also, teachers
report that MBLs have positively affected students' abilities to compile and draw conclusions
from data and have impacted positively on students ' abilities to use the computer for
scientific inquiry.
With respect to materials, teacherssurveyed said they received a lot of support from
their science/computer resource centreandcommented that the MBLsoftware packages were
easyto use with the students. However, they indicated that they lacked an adequate amount
of MBL hardware in order to use MBLs to their full potential and were of the opinion that
to improve the use ofMBL labs, they needed more hardware, software, and training.
Heck says that:
It appears clear that teachers in this training program reacted
favourably about the potentia l bene fits of MBl techniques
in enhancing laboratory experiences for students and in becoming
a viable part of the secondaryscience curriculum (p.8 t) .
l ehman and Campbell (1991)discuss a project where MBLs were used by teachers
and students in six high schoo ls in Indiana. At its inception. the project was to focus on
student and teacher attitude toward MBls. classroom observations of MBls. and the
graphing performance of students using MBLs.
Teachers attitudes toward MBl use were to be assessed by interv iews and a Likert-
type questionnaire developed by the authors. while students attitudes toward MBls were to
be determ ined by a questionna ire only. In add ition. students attitudes ' toward computers
were to be assessed via a Liken-type survey and their graphing skills assessed by the Test
of Graphing in Science (TOGS ).
Results on studentinstruments are limited because at the time this article was written.
data from only one high school had been received. This data showed no evidence ofMBl
use on either student attitude toward computers or on student graphing skills. However. the
researchers say that students indicated overall positi ve attitudes toward MBL activities and
"Those who have been less positive, for the most part. seem to be students who have had
relativ ely little exposure to the MBl. either through the lack of opportunity or lack of
interest"(p.12).
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The authors say that classroo m visits and teacher comments to date indicate that
teachers have an overall positive and enthusiastic attitude toward MBts . They also note that
teachers recognize a number of advantages of MBl technology including real-time
graphing, data manipu lation. ease of use, sturdiness. and accuracy .
ln an article by Powers and Salamo n (1988) the authors discuss "Project Interface"
that involved the introduction of comp uters into the science curriculum at a high school in
Missou ri where students were assigned 10 either a experimental group (MBl group) or a
contro l group (non-MBl). The goals of the project were as follows:
1. After using computer interface modules. students will:
a) exhibit a more positive attitude toward science.
b) demonstra te improved cogni tive skills .
c) increase their computer literacy.
2. After using MBLs. teachers will improve their computer literacy and knowledge.
Student assessment instruments used included the "Scientific Attitude Inventory" (for
assessing attitudes toward science ) and teacher designed tests (for assessi ng science skills
and computer literacy). Teacher data was based on self-assessments given at the conclusion
of the project.
Resu lts on student attitude toward science showed that 54% of the experimen tal
group students and 46% of contro l group students increased their scores on the pre- and
posnestScientific Attitude Inventory. In termsof student cognitive skills, the authors failed
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to give experimental group data but did state that the experimenter group showed a greater
increase on pre- posnest scores than the control group did on the assessment instruments
des igned by the teachers . Results on student computer literacy revealed that 48% of the
experimental group students and l~A. of control group students increased their scores on pre-
posnest computer literacy instruments.
The authors say the goal involving teacher computer literacy and knowledge was
" fully achieved" and that teachers .....felt that their expertise in science and computer
interfacing technology had increased dramatically and that personal barriers regarding
computer use wereovercome" (p. 92).
Powersand Salamon(1988)mentionthat resultson an informal surveyshowedtha t
89% ofstudents liked using the MBl formal and thai 82% or than preferredusing MBLs
versus "regular" type labs. In addition. 850/. of students said they learned more using
computers in their activities than if they had not usedthem.
Teacher and student attitudes toward MBLs were discussed in an ethnographic study
done by Kim (1989). The teacher invo lved in this study ••...decid ed to use MB Ls for bo th
perso nal and professional reasons : the desire to develop professionally. to learn the newest
tool of the trade, and most importantly . to do his job better" (p. 116). He thought that MBLs
provided not only an interesting way of approaching labs. but also a means to help students
observe exactly how comp uters affect them and the rest of society . The teac her aJso
expressed the opinion thatwith MBLs. he could do many things thatcould not be attemp ted
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before. He said that "with MBLs. he could concentrate on the ' real meat of science' ..
(p.117). Kim (1989)goeson to say that the teacher felt that MBLs provided him with a way
of rekindling .....his waning enthusiasm about teaching" ( p. 117).
Kim (989) also looked at students attitudes toward MBLs and says that there were
threemajor areas of findings. First. students expressed the opinion that they learned.better
because MBLs were"more fun" The studentssaid that theyenjoyedthe MBLs because they
could investigate topics that were interesting to them. For example, Kim (1989) found that
"One of the fun and interesting discussions was how 10 keep Coke cool longer at the beach
on a hot summer day (would one wrap it with aluminum foil or wool cloth?)" (p. 138).
Secondly, Kim found that MBLs affected students self-esteem. "Their self-image
improved. they became to feel more independent. they work like ' real scientists' . feeling
more responsible for their own learning" (p. 140).
Finally, Kim found that students collaborated more when using the MBLs.
"Interactions and dialogues were more on the task rather than non-school related topics" (p.
143). In addition, the students shared their data and this .....encouraged co-opera tive
remediation of problems. with students fonn ing into consulting groups of increasing size
according to the difficulty of the problem at hand" (p. 143).
John R. Amend and his colleagues at Montana State University (MSU) have
published several articles on MBL use. Amend. Furstenau. Reed et al. (1990) focus on the
technical details of their MBL devices developed at MSU. Amend. Briggs, Furstenau et al.
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(1989) address thetechnical aspectof their MBl devices and discuss the in-servicing of76
highschool teachers on the use of MBL techniques used at MSU.
Amend, Furstenau. andTucker (1990)again review the details of their MBL devices,
but in addition. reporton how students in a test-section of a chemistry course were required
to program an interfacing device on their own in order to completea prescribed experiment.
Results showed that all students configuredthe device properly and were able to proceed and
complete the experimental work required. The students commentedon the usefulness of the
computer device in gathering and analyzing data and. as well. said that the project had
challenged them and made them more comfortable around computers.
In Amend and Furstenau(1992), the authors first discuss the philosophy behind the
introductory chemistry course Chern 125 offered at MSU where up to 1200 students per
quarter participate in MBL style techniques. They then report on a survey conducted on 190
Chern 125 students to assess students' attitudes toward the MBL procedures.
Results revealed that 75% of students fell the MBL style projects used in the course
were "good" or "excellent" ideas. Almost one-half (49%) of students said the computers
were "very useful" and about 30% commented that they were "useful".
Fifty-sevenpercent ofstudentssaid they werenow "comfortable" with computers and
approximately 91)010 of students said the computers were easy to use. Amend and Furstenau
(1992) conclude that students .....overwhelmingly find the computer useful for learning
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chemistry in the laboratory.....(p. 114) and say the laboratories used at MSU ".
integral part of the chemistry labs for science and non-science majors alike", .(p.114).
Summary of Research Literature
This chapter reviewed the research literature on microcomputer-based laborato ries .
The three main areas covered were MBLs and graphing. MaLs as tools of sci ence for the
development of concepts and scientific experimentatio n, and teacher and student attitude
towardMBLs.
The ability to construc t, interpret and understand graphs is important for students in
analyzing scientific data. Many of the articles reviewed discuss stud ies which have shown
that MBLs do improve students' skills in these areas. In particular, the real-time graphing
capabilities of MBLs may be the key attribute since it allows students to see a graph
produced on a comp uter screen as the experiment progresses. Some researchers believe that
this may provide a link between the "abstract" and "concrete".
A number o f studies reviewed provide evide nce that MBLs offer an effec tive means
of leaching and developing science concepts . Examples are given in the areas o f kinema tics
(motion), thermodynamics (heat. temperature. energy). chemistry (pH/acids and bases), and
light (reflection and intensity). As well. the literature suggests that MBts may foster
students ' experimenta tion abilit ies such as making better predictions and observations.
critically evaluating and interpreti ng data, planning experim ents. controlli ng variab les, and
developing reaso ning and scientific inquiry skills.
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Results of the literature review suggest that overall teacher and studen t attitude
toward MBLs is positive. Teachers and students alike enjoy working with MaL techniques




This study deals with determiningthe attitudesthat teachers and students have toward
Microcomputer-BasedLaboratories (MBLs) in theprovinceof Newfoundlandand Labrador.
The following section contains descriptionsof the instrumentsused. the samples. the data
collect ion process, and a discussion on the validity and reliabi lity of the instruments.
Teacb er Questionnaire Design
A study by Heck (1990) assessed the attitudes that secondary science teachers in
Hawaii had toward MBls. After carefully examining this article, it was decided that what
Heck did was similar in nature10what this researcher wanted to do to determine the attitudes
that teachers and students af this province had toward MBl s. There fore. contact was made
with Heck and a copy of the teacher questionnaire used in his study, along with permission
to adapt it, was obtained. After a review of the literature on MBLs, and using Hecks
questionnaire as a rough guide, a teacher questionnaire was designed for this study which
contained three sections.
Sect ion A consis ted of seven multiple-choice items and was used to determine to
what extent teachers and students hadused MBLs. Section B was composed of thirty-four
statements that teachers responded to by using a five point Likert scale consisting of the
responses : SO - Strongly Disagree; D - Disagree; U - Undecided; A - Agree; SA - Strongly
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Agree. This part oflhe instrument was usedto gain an understanding of teach ers ' attitudes
toward MBLs . Section C was used to obtain persona l information abo ut the teach ers . Such
infonnarion wi ll be used when discuss ing the overall results o f the questi onnai re .
Stu dent QU tsCioDDa irt Dts iCn
A student questionn aire, simi lar to the teacher questionnai re. was designed for this
study by the author and it contained two sections . Section A was used to obtain some
personal infonnation from the students. Section B was composed of thirty statements that
students responded to using a five point Liken scale consisting of the responses : SO -
Strongly Disagree; 0 - Disagree; U - Undecided: A - Agree; SA - Strongly Agree. Section
B was used to determine students' attitudes toward MBLs.
Tbe Samples
In 1991 - 1992. a seriesof week-long physics institu tes were given in five areas of
the province of Newfoundland and labrador: Deer lake. Gander . Clareevitle . St. John 's.
and Happ y Valle y-Goos e Bay. The inst itutes focused on co mputer interfacing equipmen t
(bo th the Vernier and Super Champ systems) and MB l labontory techniques. Tho ugh the
emphasis was on using MBts in the physics courses taught in the province, demo nstra tions
and experiments relating MBts to other scien ce co urses (Le. biology , chemistry) we re part
o f the sessio ns . Teachers from approximately one hundred schoo ls from all Board s in the
province attended these institutes.
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The researcher in discussionwith his advisor. severalscience coordinators of school
boards in the province.and a numberof teachersknown to be versed in MBL usage, decided
that the teachers who attended the physics instituteswould make up the majority of teachers
in the province who may be using MBLs with their students. Therefore. the teacher sample
for this study was obtained from this group ofteachers. The student sample for this study
consisted of students of the teachers who took part in the institutes in 199\ • 1992.
Data Collection
Before collectingdata.a thesis proposal outlining the research was submitted to the
Ethics Review Committee of the Faculty of Educat ion at Memoria l University of
Newfoundland. It included a copy of the questionnaires along with samples of appropriate
consen t forms . The Ethics Review Committe e passed the proposal in February of 1994.
Superintendents of all school boards in the province were sent letters asking
permissio n to administer questionnaires to teachers and studen ts with in their boards. and
within a coup le of weeks, all superintendents had responded positively 10 the request.
An attempt was then made to contact all teachers who had part icipated in the phys ics
institutes of 1991-1992.
On e hundred and two of the one hundred and fifteen teachers who look part in the
institutes were located. Thirty four teachers said they had not usedMBLs with their students
and, therefo re, were not considere d for this study . Sixty eight of the one hundred and two
indicated they were using MBLs and agreed to take part in the study . Each of these teachers
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were asked to randomly select one or two of their students to complete the student
instrum ent. A teacher questionnaire along with two studen t questionnai res and cons ent
forms were se nt to the sixty eight teachers who agreed to take part in the study.
A pro vince -wide teachers strike (spring of 1994) occurred a few weeks aft er the
instruments were initially sent to teachers. In anticipation of a poor return rate, the
researchercontacted all teachers who had agreed to participate in the study and again asked
for their support in returning questionnaires.
Validity of Instruments ( opinion of judges )
After initiallyconstructing the questionnaires forthis study. the author met with two
science education professorsat Memorial University of Newfoundland. They reviewed the
instrume nts making sugges tions for improvem ents in the struct ure and wording. The
quest ionn aires were re-wor ked and the suggestions implemented.
The researcher then met indivi dua lly with four teachers who taught high school
phy sics and had used MBts with their student s. Two o f these teachers were teaching
physics via the distance education program in the province where the majo rity of labs
comple ted by physics students are conducted by MBL methods . The teachers provided the
researcher wi th numerous comments and suggestions regard ing the conte nt and wording of
the questionnaires. Two of the teachers also chose several of their students to scrutiniz e the
studen t instrument. Approp riate chang es were mad e.
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The author met again with the four teach ers and they re-examined both the teacher
andstudentsurveys.All wereof theopinion that the instrumentswere valid for thepurposes
of this research.
Reliability of Instruments
The education professors and physics teachers who reviewed the survey instrum ents
were of the op inion that these instrumen ts would produc e reliabl e results. A Cronbach '"
(a measure of internal consistency) for both the teacher questionnaire and student
questionnaire will be report ed in Chapter 4.
CHAPTER 4
RESULTS
This sect ion contains the resu lts cf the study and includes a general desc:nption o f
the samples. an indication of the reliability of the survey instruments. and a discussion on
each of the research questions posedin Chapter 1. The scoring used in Tables 3 throu gh 13
is based on the following: Strongly Agree - 5 points; Agree - 4 points; Undecided - 3 point s:
Disagree - 2 points: Strongly Disagree- I point. Negativelyworded statements were receded
based on the following: Strongly Agree - I point ; Agree. 2 points : Undecided - 3 poi nts ;
Disagree· 4 points ; Strongly Disagree - 5 points .
Dn cripti on ofTueber Sample
Fifty-three a fthe sixry-eighr teeches who w ert sent questionnaires responded to the
survey. This correspo nds to a 17 .1)1'; return rate. The fifteen teachers who did not return
questionnaireswerecontacted by telephoneand the majority cited the province-wide teachers
strike in May (199 4) and the associated "end-of-sc hool-year" dut ies and pressures as the
reasons they would not be responding to the surveys.
Fifty of the fifty-three teachers who respo nded were males (94.3%) and three were
female (5.7%). With respectto age, 39.6% were between 25 · 35 years, 41.5% between 36·
45 years, and 1 8 .9~o were grea ter !han 45 years of age. In terms nf univers ity education.
86.9% of respondents hold B. Se. and B. Ed. degrees, 9.4% have B. A. and B. Ed. degrees,
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15.1% have both a B. Sc. and B. A. degree (along with their education degree), and 28.3%
have some type of Masters degree (M.Ed.l M.A.I M.Sc.).













The teaching experiencee f the teachers surveyed is presented in Table 2
T abl e 2
Teacbing Experi ence




16 - 20 26.3
21·25 22.5
26 · 30 9.5
The majority of teachers surveyed (46 of 53) indicated that their teaching
responsibilities were in the mathematics and science areas. 39.6%of teachersindicatedthat
they had no fonnal university computer credits while 41.6% said they had one or two
computer credits. 17.1% of them had between 3 and 6 computer credits. One teache r had
15 computer courses completed at the university level. 24.6% of the teachers rated their
computerknowledgeas low, 52.8% indicated an "average" computer knowledge. and 22.6%
of them said they had an "above average" compute r knowledge .
Descrip tion of Student Sample
Since 68 teacher surveys were sent out, and every teacher was asked to choose two
students to complete the student survey, there were a possible 136 student surveys that could
have been returned . However , only 59 student instruments were sent by teachers. This
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corresponds 10 a 43.4% return rate. The overall low number of student surveys returned was
unfortunate and this may weaken the student data.
Of the fifty-nine student surveys returned. forty-six were sent with teacher surveys
that were completed before the teachers strike and sixteen were sent in after the strike. This
indicates that many of the teachers who responded after the strike did not retum student
questionnaires .
Thirty-six (61%) of the students were male. twenty-three (39%) were female. 10.2%
of the them were enrolled in Level I. 44.1% were in Levell!, and 45.7% were in Level III.
17% of students considered themselves as having a "low" knowledge of computers. 64.4%
said they had an "average" knowledgeof computers. and the remaining 18,6% thought that
their computer knowledge was "above" average. Forty (67.8%) of the students felt that they
liked science "about average". eighteen of them (30.5%) said they liked science "more than
average ", and only one student concl uded that he/she liked science "less than average",
Reliability of Teacher Instr ument
A reliability analysis to determine the Cronbach Alpha ("' I, a measure ofintemal
consistency, was completed for the thirty-four Liken-typ e statements on the teacher
instrument. This was calculated to be 0.90 indicating a high degree of reliabil ity .
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Reliability of Student Instrument
A Cronbac h Alpha ('") was also determined for the thirty Liken -type sta tements on
the student instrument. This was calculated 10 be 0.86, again indicati ng a high degree of
re liability.
Research Qu estions
To what extent bave reachers and stud ent s used MDls?
Approximatel y \9% of teachers surveyed indicated that students themselves used
MBl equ ipment and software to collect and ana lyze data while 7.5% of the teachers said
they used MBl equipment in demonstrations with their classes. Just over 64% of the
teachers remarked that MBL procedures were used homby stude nts (to collect and analyze
data) and themsel ves (in demonstrations with their classes ). A small perc entage of teachers
(7 .6%) said they had used MBLs. but did not ind icate in what mann er. One teacher did not
respond to the question.
In terms of the number of compu ters access ible for use in labs, 54 .7% of teachers said
that on ly one comp uter was availab le, 18.9% said that two comp uters were availa ble, 24.5%
said that three were available, and one tea cher ind icated that he had none readily avai lable
for use . In relation to MB L equipmen t (computer interfac ing units ), 45.3% of teachers
indi cated thatthey hadone set-up, 18.9% hadtwo, 5.7% had three, and 28.8% had more than
three.
4'
Forthc question "How often de youhave physics labs?". S .~A. of teac hers said they
had them every week. 31.7"1. said every two weeks . 30.2" _ said every threeweeks. and
22.6% had varying answers like "once a month " . "w benever I get the chanc e" , etc.. Tw o
reachers did not respond to this question.
Keep ing in mind the ir respo nses as to how often physics labs arc: done . 9 .4% of
teacherssaid they used MBL techniquesin their labs 75% · \00% of the time. 7.5% said they
used MBls in their labs 50%·74% of the time, 20.8% said they used MBLs in their labs
25% - 490/0of'the time. while 58.5% said they used MBl techniques in their labs 0"10· 24%
of the time . Two teachers did not answer the question.
About one-halfof the fifty-three teachers surveyed indicated theyhadused MBLs in
other courses (besides physics). Thirteen had used them in chemistry courses. five in
biology, two in eanhscience. four injumor high science. threein physical science,and three
in computer techno logy. As well. 28.8% ofstudents surveyed said they had usedMBLs in
other courses (bes ides physics ).
When conduc ting MBllabs, 22.6% of teachers said that students performedthem
in grou ps of two. 22.6% of teachers said that studen ts performed them in groups of three .
26.4% of teachers sa id that students perfo rmed them in groups of four. 20.8% of teachen
said that students performed them in groups of greater than 4 , and a small perce ntage of
teachers did not indicate how students were gro uped.
4 7
What are teacher and stude nt atti tudes toward MOL equtpment and softwa re?
The statements used to determine teacher attitude toward MBL equipment and
software are summarized in Table 3. Teachers feel that MBL software is easy to use
( x=3.98) and indicate their students are able to use it on their own P =3.72). Teachers also
feel that MEL equipment is not difficult10 setup (x=3.81)and while51%of them noted that
they do not run into"technical" difficulties(x=3.27),about 38% said that theydid. Fifty-one
percent of teachers found the printed material thai accompaniesthe MBL equipmenteasy to
fellow. while 20%of theircolleagueshad the opposing view.
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The statements used to determine student attitude toward MBl equipment and
software arc detailed in Table 4. Students find the MBL software easy to use (;<=4.00) and
can easily "run" a particular lab set-up several times once the equipment is in place (x=4.2 2).
Over80% of themsay that theMBl equipmentis nOI hard to use(x=3.91) and 86.%believe
that data ISeasily printed once gathered(x=1.25). Sixty-one percentof students suggest that
they donot run into problems when using MBL techniques. while almost 55% say they can
set-up MBl equipment on their own
Do teach ers and students believe tbat MBL techniques enhance student learning?
Teachers and students responded to several statements concerning MBl techniques
and student learning. The teacher data is given in Table 5 and the student data is presented
in Table 6.
The teacher data suggests that MBLs have helped students interpret and analyze data
()1=3.89) and offer an effective means of teaching graphing concepts (;(=3.89). Similarl y,
students feel that MBLs have assisted in their understanding of graphing (;<=3.62)and in
examining data (X=4.07). Both teachers and students suggest that MBLs allow time for
"critical thinking" ()1=3.71 and ;<=4.02 respectively) and for studying concepts via different
approaches within a lab session ()1=4.02 and ;<=4.24).
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It appears that teachers and students believe that MBLs may be better than the
traditiona l (non·MBL) labs in terms of understanding concepts (x=3.54 and x=3.55),
howeve r. 28.3% of teachers and 23.7% of students were undecided in this area. Overall .
teachers (X=4.211 and students (x=3.88) agree that MBLs have positively affected the
learning that goes on in the lab.
Do teachers and students believe that MBL techniqu es enhance their physics course (s)?
The teacher and studen t responses to sta tements concerning this questio n are given
in Table 7 and Table 8 respectively. Both sets of respondents believe that MBLs offer
advantagesover non-MBl labs ( 5<=4.31 and ;;:=4.19). Teachers also think thai students find
MBLsenjoyable and stimulating(5(=4.00))and have hada positive effect on lab assignments
( x=3.73). Students concur with teachers on these statemen ts (x =3.93 and x=-3.76).
Teachers suggest that students find MB ls more interesting thannon-MBLs ( x=3.88)
and students agree with this (x=4.l4). Teac hers and students also agree that MBl
technology is fun, motivati ng, and adds to the qua lity of their physics courses ( x=4.39 and
x=4A 1). Finally, teachers and students share the opinion that MBts enhanc e their physics
courses (teac hers x=3.85 and students x=4 .26).
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Do reacben and stud en ts believe tbat MOts han afTKt~ stu den t atti tude toward
seteeee aDd c::ompu ten ?
The teacher data concerning this issueis summarized in Table9 and the student data
is given in Table 10. Teachers and students think that MBLs have made students more
cc mfcrtable around computers ( . - ] .90 & 5<=3.77) and have increased students' levels of
computer literacy P =3.98 & ;cs3.90). The data also suggests that teachers and students
believe MBLs have positively influenced students' views ofcomputers P -].67& x=3.47)
and have had a positive effect on student interest towardscience(i"'J.6S & x=3.61l.
Over 6Q01o of teachers and approximately 400;. of students share the opinion that
MBLs allow students to feel more like "scientists", though. 32% cf teachers and 42% of
students are undecided in this category. Finally, it appears that teachers (i=3.50) and
students (x=3 .75) believe that students view MBLs as more "scientific" than the traditional
(non. MBL) techniques.
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How do teachers and students think the MBL approach can be impr oved here in the
pr ovince?
The teacher and student responses to statements concern ing this question are given
in Tables I! and 12 respectively. Teachers and students think that MBLs should be used in
physicscourses at least fouror fivetimesa year (5(:4.42and ;.;:=4.41) and students generally
agree that they should be used more often in lab sessions ( x=4.32) .
Bothgroups agree that at least two computersshould be availablestrictly for science
purposes( 5<=4.63 and 5(=4.54) andthat there iscurrentlynotenoughMBl equipment in their
labs P=4.32 & x=3.88). Students also think they should receive more training in MBl
techniqu es ( x=4.22).
Man y teachers indicate that there is not enough time in their lab periods 10 utilize
MBLs ( x==3.57), however. student opinion on this issue appears mixed (x =2.98) . In
addition, teach ers tend 10 be split on the matter of having enough time to prepare for MBL
activities ( x=2.90).
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Have MBL techniqu es affected teacher atti tude toward computers ?
The teacher responses pertaining to this question are detailed in Tab le 13.
Teachers believe that MBLs have had a positive effect on their views of computers (>1=4.19)
and have increased their interest in com puters (X=4.02l. Teachers also seem to be more
comfortable in using computers in science as the result of their MBl experiences ( x::3.94) .
Finally, teachers feel that MBLs have increased their level of computer literacy (x-3.90).
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6.
Th is chapter beganwithdescrip tions of bo th the teacher andstudent samples used
in this study. A Cronbach .. was then stated for the two survey ins trumen ts. Thi s was
followed by a summary o f the results for each research question posed in Chap ter 1.
The majority of teach ers surve yed indicated that MBl s were used both by studen ts
(to collect and analyze data ) and them selves ( in demonstra tions with classes). About 19%
of teachers said that students used the MBL equipment and so ftware on their own . A sma ll
percentag e of teachers indicated that they used MBls in demonstrat ions with their clas ses.
As we ll. a num ber of teac hers and stude nts reported thai MBLs have been used in other
science courses (chemis try , biology. CIC.).
Themajority or teacherswere using MBLsfor 1/4 or less afthe time they spent on
Labs.and appro ximately 21% ofthcm were us ing them between 1/4 and l l2 o f the time. A
small number of teachers (11% ) were using ~BLs between 500;' and l()()Ole of the time they
spenton labs.
The average of the means of the statements given inTables 3 and 4 are 3.72 and 3.87
respecti vely. Th is ind icates that teachers and studen ts have an ove rall posi tive attitud e
toward MBL equ ipment and softw are .
The average of the means of'tb e statements given in Tables 5 and 6 are 3.86 and 3.90
respecti ve ly. Thi s would seem to sugges t that teachers and students alike be lieve that MBLs
are havin g po sitive effec ts on the learni ng that is takin g place in labo ratory sessio ns .
6S
The average of themeansoCthestatementsgiveninTables7 and 8 are 4.0~ and 4.13
respectively . Teachers and studems, thus..seem to share the opinion thai MBLs enhance
their physics courses.
The average of the means of the statements given in Tables 9 and 10 are 3.71 and
3.65 respectively. This would seem 10 indicate that teachers and students bel ieve that MB Ls
have positively affect ed stude nts' att itudes toward science and computers.
The average of the means of the statements given in Tables 11 and 12 are 4.07 and
4.06 respect ively. This provides strong evidence thai teachers and students think that MBl
tec hn iques shou ld be used more often in lab sessions. and thai more comp uter interfacing
equipmentand computerhardwareandsoftwareshould beallotted for suchuse. In addition.
teac hers believe that scienc e methods courses at universi ties should provide some training
in MBl technology, and students feel that they need more training in the use of MaL
equipment.
The average o f the statemen ts given in Tab le 13 is 4 .01. Th is clearly indicates that
the teach ers surveyed be lieve that MB Ls have had positive effects on their attitud es tow ard
computers.
Overa ll, teachers andstudents disp layed positi ve attitudes tow ard MBLs . There are




DISCUSSION, CONCLUSIONS, and RECOMMENDATIONS FOR
FURTHER RESEARCH
A discussion of the results presented in Chapte r 4, along with conclusions and
recomm endations, are included in this chapter. Each of the research ques tions posed in
Chapter I will first be restated and briefl y discussed
Discussion of Resear ch QuestioDS
To w hat ex tent bav e reachers and $CurleD" used MBLs"
The results presented in Chapter 4 indicated that there was considerable variation in
MBLuse by the teachers and students surveyed. Therearcseveral possible reasons for the
variation in the amountof timespent on MBLs.
First. theavailability of both computersand MBl equipmentwill affect the amount
of time that teachers and students use MBl techniques. Teachers wile have access to an
adequate numberof computersand interfacingdevicescanprobably use MBLs as oftenas
theywish. However, as reported in Chapter4, many of the teacherssurveyed for this study
have fewcomputersanda limitednumberof interfacingunits availablefor use in their labs
and thismayreducetheir MBLuse. For example.a teacherstudyinguniform motion with
30 physics students may find it very difficultto effectively use an MBLstyle lab ifhe \she
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has only one or two computers and one or two r-.mL setups at his\her disposal . The teacher
may find it easier to just demonstrate the MBl style and then let the whole class use the
readily availab le traditional equipment (tick er-tap e timer. etc.) to do the experiment. Some
teachers. knowing that they do not have enough computers and MBl equipment. may forgo
the MBL demonstration and jus t complete the motion lab using the traditional method .
Second . the quanti ty of computers and interfacing devices may not be the problem.
but rather the availability o f computer-room time. For example , at a recent physics teachers
workshop , several teachers stated that they have plent y of computers and MBl eq uipment
available in their schools to run MBLs . howeve r. the computer-room (where most school
computers are located), is "boo ked solid " with the comp uter co urses being offered. They ,
therefor e, find it next to impossible to effectively run MBl s.
Third, some teachers are comfortable using comput ers and MBl equipment. These
teachers will probably use them as often as they can. However, there are others who are not
so comfortable and\or o ften run into technical problems when using MBl techniques. For
these teachers, using MBL methods with their students may be more of a burden than using
the traditional style labs that they have used for a number of years .
Fourth, some teachers find that it requires a lot of preparation time in order to use
MBLs and this, in many instances, may deter them from pursuing the MBL approach.. After
all, "prep" time (as it is referred to by man y) hasincreasingly beenreduced in man y schools
ss
for reasons including staff reduction, and an increasein thenumber o f cowses bein g offered
inschoot s.
Fifth. some teachers are eager to try new teaching techn iques. new equipment. etc.,
and many of themadopt new waysof teaching readi ly. However. other teachers do not want
to chang e their teach ing sty les or techniques and will no do ubt stick 10 the laborat ory
method s they have always employed.
Sixth. there are probabl y a number of teachers who beli eve that ce rtain labs have
10 becompleted using "traditional" method s. For them . no amount of computer technol ogy
can replace some of the neal and simple experiments thai have been carried out for years.
What au teacheD an d 'tude"" anURdes to wa rd M Dt cgujD mcgl a nd ,ortwan "
The data present ed in Chap ter 4 indica tes that teachers and students had an overall
positi ve atti tude toward MBl equi pment and software. This author believes there are two
main reasons forthis.
First, the softw are tha t accompan ies the MBL equipment is easy to use. It is menu
driven and user friendly. not unlike much of the software on the market today that many
teachers and students have beenexposed to.
Second. the MBl equipment is easy to set-up and use. Teachers and students are
familiarwith many types of science equipment that has been used in their labs. MBl
equipment hasjust added to their inventory and is probab ly no more difficult to set -up and
use then setting up and using an oscilloscope. ticker-tape timer. air track, or digital
6.
multimeter. In additio n. it is in the nature of science teachers to "fiddle" and "ti nker" with
scie nce equipment until they have figured it out and can use it.
DO lca cb ers IUd stu den ts b el ieve Chat I\IBI Ctthg jqu n CUblDCC $fu deg' learning"
The data in Tables 5 and6 presented in Chapter 4 suggests that teachers and students
alike believe that MBLs are having positive effectson the leaming that is taking place in
labora tory sessions. There are a number of possibl e reason s for this.
First. the real-time data collection, as noted by Brasell (1987) and others in Chapter
2, allows students to seca graphproduced as anexperiment progresses. Students may make
a link between the graph and the physical event being explored and thus gain a better
understand ing of what is happeni ng. In add ition. the graphing capabili ties o f many MBts
otters an effective meansof teaching graphing concepts.
Second, the gathering andgraphing (including prim-cuts) of da ta in many MBLs
takes place fairly quickly. This may give students moretime within a lab session to do other
things such as: (i) simply repea ling procedures in order to avera ge data over a number or
trials ; (ii) manipulating variables and laking part in "w hat if" situations; (ii i) analyzing data;
(iv) focusingon the concepts being studied; and (v) writing lab reports.
Third, students are enthusiasticabout using computers and MBLs. This enthusiasm
leads to an atmosphere in the lab that promo tes thinking and learning.
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Fourth. MBLs let teachers and students investigate phenomena that cannot bestudied
with"traditional" techniques. This bringsa certainaspect of creativityand problem solving
tc the lab which promotes the leaming process.
0 0 lea cheD 2Dd stu dcgu b elln t tb at MBL Itc hnlq un en hance tbtj r pb y$ig COUD n "
The results given in Chapter 4 relating to this question indicate that teachers and
students share the opinion that MBLs enhance their physics courses. The author of this
thesis suggests rwc main reasons for this.
First. MBLs offer advantages over traditional style labs. These include (il quality and
accuracy of measurements; (ii) real-time data acquisition: (iii) offering a wider range of
possible experiments; (iv) immediate graphing (print-outs)anddata analysiscapabilities; and
(v) allowing more time in the lab to carryout experiments. analyzedata, work on lab reports.
etc;
Second. MBls arc: interesting. fun.,and motivating to teachers and students alike.
They not only open the door to endless possibilities for investigating everyday vari ables, but
also utilize state-of-the-art equipment thai allow teachers and students 10 take pan in genuine
scientific experiences.
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DO In cb en and stu dent ' tblg k tb al MRI tC(hnlqu n bi n ' ITteted stu de nts ' atti tu dq
tow ard sdence I nd computeD "
The resu lts presen ted in Chapter 4 indicate that teachers and students believe that
MBLs have positively affected students ' attitudes toward science and computers. There are
a couple of possible reasons for this.
First . most students have played computer games and have used various type s of
software (word processing, subject specific, etc.,). However, before their exposure 10 MBLs.
students hadnever used a com puter in scie nce class to co llect and graph data . MB Ls have
givenstudents a whole new way of using computers. They areexcited and enthusiastic about
this technologyand it directly affectstheir computer literacy level. view of computers. and
interest in scieece.
Seco nd. students may viewthe use of computers in the science lab as bei ng more
"sc ienti fic" than methods they have usedbefore. This may make them feel that they are
"doing science" just as researchers and scien tists do. thus affecting their view of comp uters
and science.
How do leac heD and d udc ntJ th ink !b e MBL ap pr oach ca n be improVed here In tb e
~
Th e resul ts of the stalements given in Tables I I and 12 pertaining 10 this q uesti on
suggest several things. First, teachers andstudents believe thai MBLs should beusedat least
4-5 times a year and students. in general. would like to see them used more often. They most
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like ly see the many advantages and benefits that MBl techniques bring to the science lab.
As well, they may view MBLs as the most current technology availab le for use in science
labs and would like to utilize them as much as possib le.
Second. the opinions o f teachers and students indicate that they feel more comp uters
should be assigned specifically to scienc e labs. and more MBL equip ment should be made
availab le for use in the lab. This probably reflects the idea that many teach ers are unable to
use MBl activities as often as they would like because of an insufficient number of
computers and MBl devices avai lable to them. As more and more mone y is being spent by
school boards for technologypurposes, perhapsa focusshould beon purchasing computers
(specifically for science labs) and MBl set-ups to support a full MBl laboratory.
Third . although the majority of teachers believe that there is enough time in their lab
periods 10 incorporate MBl techniques. there are a number of students who do nOI think
there is enough time. This may bedue to the limited amount of lime that student groups are
allowed to spend at a comp uter with ME L equipment because other grou ps have 10 use the
same set-up in the same lab period. In other words . students may want more lime to "p lay
around" with the equipment but this may be impossib le if there is not enough equ ipment to
go around. Again. a suitable number of computers and MBL units should bemade available
10the science teachers in any school.
Fourth, appro ximately 40% of teachers surveyed in this study said that they do not
have enough time to prepare for MBL activities . MBL techniq ues. like many teaching
13
methods., require good plannin g andpreparati on. Many teachers these days are facedwith
decreasing amounts of preparation time in school and as a result. may often become
discouraged from using methods thai require considerab le amounts of time to implement.
The point of having an inadequate amount of ' prep' time is often made to principals and
school board personn el by many teachers (not just science teachers). If new techno logies or
teachingmethods are to beused by teachers. thenenoughpreparationtime must beallocated
to teachers so they can effectively and successfully implement such techniques.
Fifth,students seem to want more training in MBl techniques. This probably means
that students woul d nOIon ly like to use MBl methods more o ften. but would also like to
explore the many poss ibilities that cou ld beoffered by this MBllechnology.
Sixth, teachers surveyed believe [hat science methods courses at univ ersities sho uld
incl ude some training in MBL technology. They no doub t recognize that pre-service science
teachers should be given some exposure to MBts. At the time this research paper was
started, none of the science methods courses at Memorial University in Newfoundland
provided trainingin MBLs. However, in thelastcouple of years, a sciencelab at Memorial's
FacultyofEdueationhasbeenequippedwithcomputersand computer interfacing equipment
and science educati on professors arc utilizing it in their courses. As well, the Faculty of
Science at Memorial Universitynow has a fully equipped MBl laboratory in the physics
department that is used in some sections of first-year phys ics COur5CS.
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Hav e MBL techniques arrest ed teach er attitude toward computers?
The results presented in Chapter 4 clearly show that the teachers surveyedbelieve the
use ofMBLs havehad a positive effecton their attitudestowardcomputers. Thereare a few
possible reasons for this.
First. teachers probab ly see the potent ial that MBLs offe r for their classes . Being
able to measurequantities (with great precision) and exploreproblems neverdreamt possible
before would certainly seem to effect their view of computers.
Second. many of the teachers surveyed grew up and went to school and university
in an era prior to the introduction of computers in educational settings. Being trained in
MBL techniques endsubsequently usingthem withstudentsmay be, for someteachers, their
initial use of computers in their courses. Therefore, they are excited and enthusiastic about
such technology. Even if some teachers have used computers and software programs with
their students before, they may find that MBl technology has given them a more direct
"scientific" way of utilizing computers with their students.
Third . teachersmay recognize a certainenthusiasmand interest that studentsdisplay
toward computers and computer interfacing equipment in the science lab. This no doubt
affects teachers' attitudes toward computer use.
Finally, scienceteachersmay feel that the useofcomputers and MBL technology has
given them skills that make them a part of the "scientific community". After all.there are
7 5
very few scientists and researchers in today' s world who do not use computers in the
collection, analysis. and presentation of scientific data.
Conelustees
Based on the results presented in Chapter 4 and the discussion of the research
questions in this chapter. the author proposes the following conclusions:
Many teachers and students in this province are using MBLs in their physics
courses to col1ectand analyzedata. Most are using them between 1/4 or less of
the time that they spend on labs, however. some are using them more often.
2. MBLs arebeing usedby some teachersand students in courses other than physics
(such as biology and chemistry).
3. Most teachers have one or two computers available for use in MBLs. There are
a fewteachers who have access to three or more computers.
4. The majority of teachers have one set of MBL equipment available to them for
use in MBLs. There are a few teachers who have more than one MBL set-up at
their disposal.
7.
S. Teachers and students have an overall posi tive aniru de toward MBl equipment
and so ftware.
6. Teachers and students alike believe that MBLs are having positi ve effects on the
learning that is taking place in lab situations.
7. Teachers and students believe that MBL techniques are enhanc ing their physics
8. Teachers and students believe that MELs have positively affected students'
attitudes toward science and computers.
9. Teachers believethat MBLsshould be usedin their physics coursesat least 4 or
S times a year.
10. Students would like to see MBLs used more often in their laboratory sess ions .
II . Teachersandstudentswould like to seemorecomputers assignedspecificallyfor
science lab use .
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12. Teachers and studen ts would like to sec more MBl equipment available for use
inMBLs .
13. Schoo l administrators and School Board personn el should recognize that an
adequ ate amount of preparat ion time is needed by all teachers to successfully
plan and prepare for the teaching of their courses.
14. Teachers believe that MBts have had positive effectson their attitudes toward
computers.
IS. MBl work shops should be offered by 3.11 the boards across this province . not
only to interestedhigh school scienceteecbers.but also 10elementaryandjunior-
high scienceteachers.
7.
Recommendalions for Further Resear ch
Based on the fmdings of this research , the following recommendations are made :
1. In order to get information that we can be certain represents the attitudes of
Newfoundland and Labrador students. a large random sample study of students
sufficiently exposed to MBLs would be needed. Such a study could give additional
information . However. the positive attitude s o f teac hers and studen ts found here are so
consistent. Ettie addi tional information is likely to be gained.
2. A future study pertaining to MBl use in Newfoundland and Labrador should
focus on the Distance Education physics and chemistry students. These students have
extensively used MBL technology and are, therefore. more likely .0give a picture of
students ' atti tudes in a situation where MBLs have been fully incorporated into teach ing.
3. Many of the MBl stud ies reported on in Chapter 2 make use of mot ion and
temperature probes to study motion and temperature concepts with student s. Futu re
MBl studi es should focus on other types of probes available such as force probes ,
sound/microphone probe s, etc,
4. Future studies cou ld also focus on whether or not positive attitudes toward MBLs
lead to more learning, further course taking in science, or other desirable ends.
7 9
SyDops is
This study investigated the anitudes thai teachers and students have toward
microcomputer-based laboratories (MBls) in the province of Newfoundland and
Labrador. Results of teacher and student surveys indicate that the respondents have an
overall positive attitude toward MBLs. The computer has been and will continue to
become an important educational resource for educators. Students' and teachers'
positive attitudes towardthis technology should encourageits use.
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MICROCOMPUTER-BASED LADORATORI ES - TEACHER SURVEY
This survey instrument willhelp me gain an understandingof your attitudes toward
Microcomputer-BasedLabs (MBLs). Thesearethe laboratory/classroomsituationsin which
youand/or your studentsuse a computer to gatherand analyzedata (you maybe usingthe
Vernier system, the Super-Champ system, or both). Please take a few moments to answer
all questions. If you wish to make a commenton or qualify an answer, use the space in the
margin. I thank you for your participation. DO NOT PUT YOUR NAME ON THI S
SURVE Y.
W. RobertSwyer
Graduate Student. Science Curriculum and Instruction
Memorial University of Newfoundland
St.Jo hn's
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Section A Cfrcte your response to tbe following questi ons.
How are Microco mputer-Based Laboratories (MBLs) used in your lab/classroom?
A. Students collect and analyze data using the MBL equipment and software .
B. 1 use the MBl equ ipment and software 10 demo nstrate to the class.
C. Both A and B.
D. Other (explain) _
2. How many computers are available for use in your lab/classroom?
A. I B. 2 C. 3 D. > 3
3. How many computer-interfacing units does your school have ?
A. 1 B. 2 C. 3 D. > J
4. How often do you have physics labs ( llQ1just MBl sessions. but labs in general)?
A. Every week.
B. Every couple of weeks.
C. Every three weeks.
D. Other (tell how often) _
5. Keeping in mind your response to question 4 above. approximately what % of time
do you and/or your studen ts use MBl techniques in the lab ?
A. 75o/p 100%
B. 50% -7 4%
C. 25% ~ 49%
D 0%·24%












Below Me several stateme nts concerning Microcomput er-Based Laboratories
(MBLs). Based on your experiences. please indicate how much you agree or disagree with
each statement by circling jheONE responsethatcomes closest to how you think .
Use the following scale:
II. Ma ts make students feci more like "scienests".
S, ~Bls have inae:lscd students'\c vels of computer IlleTX)'.
12. Ma Ls have had a positive effecl on my view of compulers.











































8 Tht:pnnted malCNl thaI tomes Willi~ MBl equipmrnt ue.. rrw ul.l,l.I
or gum lhal accompany the Vm'li n and/or SUpc1'-Champ SystmlS)
is euy 10 follow and helpful .
14. Because MBts redllCe!he time neededfor daa. ceuecncn,
studen ts are able to ~think cririaUy" about what !bey ;ue doinJ.
9. MBls haven't bad a pcsuree effect on studCtllS' ve ws of computers.
10. Ma L tools offer an enecnve meansof teaching graphmg concepts.
6 MBLI have helpedstuden ts ill inlffPfCM I and dn.win l! concluslOM
from data.
, . Thn'e should be 301 least IWO computtn assigned~lrlCal1y
for sceece laboratory use.
-I I don't~ ;my adn.ntagnofU5mg MBLso vcrthe -tr.lditional-
(non- MBl}b.bs.
I , The computer software associated with MDl s is easy to use
3. Physics lcacbcn should usc MDl s iltltas! 4-S umes a year.
2. Studc:nts arc able 10usc the MDL computer software on their own.
23. JdofI'tbaveenougbnmetop~ forMBlxtlYltits.
Use lbc followingscale :
17. MB l s haven 't increased my interest toward computers .
26. I often run into ""tethnical· difficultin when using MBl (ethniq~.
'1
SA





















29. Jdon't beliC'lt lhatstudtnts' scie'nc;t learnin g has benefitted from the
incorponu ion of MBlI.
28. Scienc e educa tion (methodo logy) counts offered at universities sbould
include some training in Mal techniques.
27. MaL experiences have made studeolS feelmore comfo rubl e
around computers.
22. Srudtnu don't VltW MBl ltChniqun u uy more"scientirlC" than
the -uaditional· lnon-MBl.)lethniqun!My b~ used.
24. S!udm15 find MBts more inlCTnting than · tndiliorlal- (non· MBl )
bboratoryseuions.
2S. Since MDt equipmmlcan process da tll quICkly,~ asn or SlfUations
lnvolvmg a ecmcqn un be uW)"Ztd ill a lab ,",sion. i.e., more lime
for tryillg d ifferent approaches or difftrenl "angles",
21. I feel somewbt intimida lcd by Ute MBl equ ipment andSO~il~.
I s . ~Bls haven't chang ed n udenlS' leve ls of interest toward science.
19. MBl s are no eener than the "traditio nal" l oon-MBl ) labs .....hen It
comes to Studenu 'understlndi og ofconcepu.
20. MBts havtn't mhancedmy physics courwts).
IS. I ftndilditrlCUlltoSduptheMBl equrpmml for
.1Dy gl\·en expenmenL
16. MBts MoveModpositive effects on studen ts' attitudes Io .....ard doing
labon1loryassignmenlS.
J I . MBts Ia vm 'l i:ncreun1 my leve l of compurer literacy .
J4. There is rtot enough time in my lab pmod(s) to use ~Bl l eclu1iqu" .
J J . I feel mofC comf()[t;l,ble in thc:use of ComputeR U\ science
U l mull of MBL techniques .
JO. UsinC-modem- technolog y such u ~8ts tli fun.mon n ting.
md ldds to !he qu.t lity of my pb)'1ics counel s).
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Use the following 5C:l le:
J2. Studen tS find MBts enjo)'loble lIId snmub nog.
Almost finished !!
One more page to go - - >
S«lioIl..l:
Malc_ Femalc_
Age: _ < 25 25-30 31-35 36-40 41-45
46-50 5 1-55 > 55
Degreet sj held : B.S<: B.A B.Ed M.Ed M.S<:. _
M.A Other (name)
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Area of Major: Math
EarthScience
Physics _ Chemistry _ Biology _
Other(name) _
Area of concentration (after major)
Math Physics _ Chemistry _ Biology _
EarthSciencc_ Other(namc) _
Teaching Experience ( # years ): _ (up to and includ ing 1993·94) .
Main area of tcaching responsibil ity: _
Secondary area of teac hing responsibility: _
Number of computer course credits obtained through university or technical college _
I feci that my computer knowledge is : low average _ above average _
Computer-interfacingequipmentyou are using:
Vernier_ Super-Champ _ Other(name) _
Thank·¥ou Icr your time aDd cooperation.
Appendis:8
Stud~uC Questionna ire Instrument
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MI CRO COMPUTER-BASED LABORATORIES - STUDENT SURVEY
This survey instrum ent will help me gain an understanding of your attitudes towa rd Microcomputer-
Based Labs (MBLs). These arc the laboratory/classroom situations in wh ich you and/or your teac her use
a computer to gatherand analyzedata (you may be using the Vernier system. the Super-Champsystem, or
both). Please take a fewmoments to read and respond to all question s and statements . If you wish to make
a comment on or qualify an answer, use the space in the margin. I thank yo u for your participatio n. DO
NOT PUT YOUR NAME ON THIS SURVEY.
W. Robert Swyer
Graduate Student. Science Curriculum and Instruction




Science courses you are now taking Subject
Science courses already completed Subject
Computer courses you are now taking Subject
Comput er courses already completed Subject







I feel that I like science : less than average _ about average _ more than average _
Haveyou used MBLsin sciencecoursers) oilier than physics ? _ yes
If you answered "yes" to the last question, name the course( s).
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Below are severalstatementsconcerning Microcomputer-Based Laboratories (MBLs). (Doo' t (orget,
MBLs are lablclass situ ations in which a computer is used to gather and analyze data . You may be
using the Vernier system. the Super-Champ system. or both). Based on your experiences. please
indicate how much you agree or disagree with each statement by circling the ONE response that comes
closest 10 how you think.







L The computer program(software) associated with MBl s is
easy to usc
2. Once the equipmenl for IIparticular MBl experiment is set up.
I can easily "run" theexperiment several times
3 Physics teach ers should use MBls at leOlS1 4-5 limes a year.
4. I don't see any advantage thai MDLs have over me "traditional"









S. MBLs have increased my knowledge and undemanding of computers. SO
6. MBLs have helped me in interpreting and drawingconclusions SO
from data .
7. Thcreshould bc at leasttwocomput ersass igned5pCl:lfically SO
fer sciencela boratory use





9. MBu have not changed my viewof compulers.
10. MBLs haven't increasedmy graphingcapabilities.
II. The use ofMaLs bas made:me feel more:like a "scientist".
12. I fmd MBLsenjoyable and stimulating.















14. BecauseMBLs reduce the time needed.for data collection, [am SO
better able to concentrate on what's "going on" in anexperiment.
I S. I would not be able to set up MBl equipment by myself. SO
16. MBls have had a positive effect on my attitude toward doing SO
laboratory assignments.
17. There is not enough lime in our lab period(sl to use MBl techniques. SO
Ig, ~Bls haven't increased my level of interest toward science SO
19. MBl s are no better than the "traditional" (non-MBLl labs when it comes SO
to the un derstanding cf ccecepu .
20. 1don't think that MBts have enhanced our physics ccursets). SO
21. I can easilyprintdataltable sand graphsl afterth e data has been galhered SO
by the MDt equipment.
22. MBl techniques are no more · scientific" than the "traditional" (non-MBl l SO
iechmques we haveused.
23. MBl$ should beused more often in our laboratory sessions. SO
24. Ma Ls are more inleresting than ~traditiona l" (non-MBl ) laboratory sessions. SO
25. Since MBLequipment can precess data quickly. more cases or situations SO
involving a concept can beanalyzed.in a lab session. i.e .• mote time for trying
different approacbes or different "angles- .
26. MDt equipmenl is bard to usc. SO
27. MBt experiences have mademe feel mote comfortable around computers. SO
28. Students need more training 00 Mat techniques. SO
29. MDLtechniques have nol enhanced the learning lhat takes place in our labs . SO
30. Using "modern" tecbnology such as MBLs is fun, motivating, and SO
adds to tbe quahry of our physics coursets).



























I ama Gradua te Student enrolled in a Masters of Education program (Curriculum and Instruction -
Science) at Memorial University in St.lohn's. My supervisor. Dr. Glenn Clark. and I are attempting to
determine the attitudes thatthe teachers and students of this province have toward ~icrocomputer.Based
Laboratories (MB Ls). I am requesting your penn ission to include you in this study .
lf you decide to participate, you will be asked to complete and return a ques tionnai re consis ting of
three parts. The first section consists of some genera l ques tions on your use of MBLs. In the second
part. youwill be asked10respondto Likert-typestatementsinorderto he lp determ ine the attitudes you
have toward MBLs. Finally, the third section will seek information such as age, degree(s) held, and
leachin g experience. It will take you approximately 20 minutes to com plete all questions.
All information will be strict ly confi dential and the results will be reponed on a group basis only.
Also. the findings are available upon request. Your participa tion is voluntary and you may withdraw
at any time. This research has been approved by the Faculty of Education's Ethics Review Committee.
If you agree to participate in the study . please sign. date and return this form to me along with the
surveys . [fyou have any questions or concerns. contact me at 737-2069 (MUN) or 364-139 6 (home) .
ln addition. Dr. Patricia Canning, Associate Dean. Research and Development. Faculty of Education.
is acting as a resource person and is not directly associated with the study . She can be contacted at 737-
3402. Thank-you for your time and cons ideration.
Yours Sincere ly;
W. Robert Swyer
_ ___ hereby agree to take part in a study of the attitudes that teachers and students have
toward Microcomputer-Based laboratories. [understand that my participat ion is voluntary and that [
can withdraw my penni ssion at any time. All information gathered will be strict ly confidential and no







1 am a Graduate Studen t enro lled in a Masters of Education program (Curricu lum and
Instruction - Science) at Memorial Universityin St. John's. My supervisor, Dr. Glenn Clark, and
I are attempting to determine the attitudes that the teachers and students of this province have
toward Microcomputer-Based Laboratories (MBLs). I am requesting your permission to include
you in this study.
Your participation will consist of completing a quest ionnaire cons isting of two pans . The
first sectionwill seek infonnation such as your sex. grade level. and science courses completed.
In the second section. you will respond to Likert -type statements in order to help determine the
attitudesyou have toward Microcomputer-Based Laboratories. It willtake you approximately
15-20 minutes10 comp lete all quest ions .
All infonnation will be strictly confidential and the results of the study will be reported on
a group basis only. Also. the findings are available upon request. Your participation is
voluntary and you may withdraw at any time. This researchhas been approved by the Faculty
of Education's Ethics ReviewCommittee.
If you agreeto participate in the study, please sign,dale and return this form (along with the
survey) to the teacher involved. If you have any questions or concerns. please see this teacher.
In addition. Dr. Patricia Canning. Associate Dean. Research and Development. Faculty of
Education, is acting as a resourceperson and is not directly associated with the study. She can
be contacted at 737· 3402. Thank-you for your time and consideration.
Yours Sincerely;
W. RobenSwyer
I hereby agree to take part in a study of the attitudes that teachers and students
have towardMicrocomputer-Based Laboratories. t understandthat my participation is voluntary
and that I can withdraw my permission at any time. All information gathered.will be strictly
confidential and no individual will be identified.
_____Date Student's Signature
Appendix E
Example Sc::hool BoardConsent Form
1 0 3
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[Sc hoo l Distri ct and Address]
Dear Sir:
I am a Graduate Student enrolled in a Masters of Educatio n Program (C urricul um and
Instruction - Science)at Memorial Universityin St.John's. My supervisor,Dr:GlennClark. and
I are attempting to determ ine the att itudes that the teachers and stude nts of thisprovince have
toward Microcomputer-Based Laboratories (MBLs). 1am requesting your pennission 10 include
some of your Board 's teachers and students in the study .
By part icipat ing, the teachers and students involved will be as ked to com plete and return a
ques tionna ire consisting of two parts. The first section will seek genera l information such as
age, degree(s) he ld. teac hing experience. grade. scie nce courses co mp leted. etc. The seco nd
section will determ ine the attitudes the teachers and studen ts have toward MBL s by means of
an instrument consist ing of Multiple -Cho ice and Likert-type questions. It will take
approximate ly 20-25 min utes for the teachers and students to co mp lete all questions .
All informationwill be strict ly confidential and results of the study will be reported on a
group-basis only. A summaryof the findings will beavailable upon request . The teacher's and
student's participat ion is vo luntary and they may withdraw at any time. Th is research has been
approved by the Facu lty of Educat ion's Ethics Review Committee.
If you agree to allow some of your teachers and studen ts to part icipat e in the study, please
sign, date and return this form to me (if you wish, you can fax your respons e to 737·2429). If
you have any questio ns or co ncerns, contact me at 737·2069 (MUN) or 364~ 1396 (hom e) . In
addition, Dr. Patricia Canning, Assoc iate Dean, Research and Deve lopment, Facul ty of
Education, is acting as a resource person and is not directly associated wi th the study . She can
be contacted at 737 -3402.
Thank-you for your time and consideration.
Yours Sincerely,
W. Rob ert Swyer
I hereb y grant permi ssion for some teachers and stud ents of m y Sc hoo l Board
to take part in a study of the attitudes tha t teac hers and students have toward Microcomputer-
Based Laboratories. I understand that their participation is voluntary and that they or the Board
can withdra w pennission at any time. All information gathered will be strictly co nfidenti al and
nc indiv idua l wil l te identi fied.
Dat e Signature




